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This paper presents a method for identifying regional poles and the turnpikes of growth based on the following
foundations: four colour theorem, Wikinomics business model in the form of platforms for participation, evaluation
of the functionality of websites run by public administration municipal oces, and dual graph reduction. The
province of Warmia and Mazury, which is the subject of the study, is one of the poorest provinces in Poland in terms
of economic development. It is therefore natural that the growth of this region requires external enterprise sources.
This role can be best performed primarily by websites run by municipal oces, which initiate business activity in
their corresponding areas, and consequently, can be regarded as Wikinomics platforms of participation. Using the kmeans clustering method, these websites were divided into four separate quality classes. These classes were assigned
four various colours, which were subsequently used for preparing the map of the province. Each municipality was
marked with a colour corresponding to the quality class of the website run by the state administration unit operating
in a given area. The system of colours resulting from the four colour theorem and a corresponding dual graph
serve as a frame of reference with regard to each empirical colour distribution and to another, related, dual graph.
Thus, the four colour theorem describes the largest diversity of regional growth poles. The measure of the economic
growth of the region is a degree of reduction of the dual graph corresponding to the empirical colour distribution,
which identies actual growth poles and determines the turnpikes of growth. The ultimate development objective,
although not always achievable, is a reduction of the dual graph to a single vertex, when all municipal oces in
the province have websites of the highest quality.
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1. Introduction

are referred to as platforms of participation. Website development provides evidence that the economic growth

The relations between technology and economic devel-

pole is emerging in a given community or region, since

opment, emphasized by almost all schools of macroeco-

those websites become the main channels of economic in-

nomics, have been known for a long time. This even led

formation ow.

to dening the term of peak technology, denoting the
technology dominating in a given period, with teleinformatics fullling this role at present. Although until recently it was investigated as the factor behind growth and
competitiveness mainly in the private sector, it has now
found multiple applications in the public sector.

Com-

prehensive aspects of those changes are described by a
new school in economics  Wikinomics.
Teleinformatics in public administration sector contributes to the creation of appropriate conditions in
which two basic groups of business entities, i.e.

enter-

prises and households, operate. This takes eect primarily by improving the relationship between this sector and
its economic surrounding, by streamlining the process of
providing already existing services and implementing new
ones and by triggering the development of local industry
and trade. What is of great importance at this point is
knowledge sharing, which takes place through local government websites. Therefore, in Wikinomics terms, they

According to the research hypothesis assumed in the
paper, the process describing the emergence of municipal growth poles and their merging within the province
into turnpikes of growth can be identied with the use
of the four colour theorem. Consequently, economic development can be described in graph theory terms and
it consists in reduction of the dual graph corresponding to the map of the province of Warmia and Masuria,
with quality classes of the local government websites plotted on the map.

This will help to reveal not only the

mere fact of local economic development or regress, but
also its qualitative and quantitative characteristics.

As

a result of applying the above described method, it was
demonstrated that achievements of past generations provide the basic source of the current economic growth in
the province under examination.

This proves the need

to introduce an urgent change in the state policy with
regard to initiating economic growth and development in
this region.
Identication of spatial regional poles and turnpikes of

* corresponding author

economic growth is a challenge which has not yet been
properly addressed [1]. However, it may be tackled in a
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non-standard manner by applying the four colour theo-

The foregoing allows two concepts underlying the

rem. The subject of study is the region of Warmia and

graph theory to be dened: an unavoidable set and re-

Masuria which is one of the least developed voivodships

ducible congurations. A set is unavoidable if it contains

of Poland in terms of economy. The method applied in-

a group of congurations that consist of a region with

volves a Wikinomics business model which entails plat-

two neighbours, a region with three neighbours, a region

forms for participation.

The role of such platforms is

with four neighbours and a region with ve neighbours.

played by websites of the administrative authorities of

Its name is derived from the fact that every normal map

municipalities. An analysis of the functionality of those

has to include at least one of the four congurations re-

websites provided information on the economic growth of

ferred to above. A conguration is reducible if it cannot

k -means

appear on a minimal ve-chromatic normal map, i.e. on

clustering method, four classes of functionality of plat-

the smallest map that requires ve colours. The discov-

forms for participation of the municipalities were dened.

ery of an unavoidable set of reducible congurations is

Each municipality was marked on the map of Warmian-

sucient to prove the four colour theorem.

the municipalities. Subsequently, by using the

Masurian voivodship in a colour that reects the func-

The four colour theorem was formulated in 1852 by

tionality of its website. In this way, spatial regional poles

Francis Guthrie, a mathematics student at the University

and turnpikes of economic growth were identied. This

College of London. When colouring a map of England, he

resulted in a dual graph presenting the economic growth

noticed that only four colours are needed to make every

of the voivodship. To analyse the graph, a frame of refer-

two adjacent counties have dierent colours. Mathemati-

ence dened by another dual graph which complies with

cians found it very dicult to prove the four colour theo-

the four colour theorem and shows the entire lack of poles

rem, despite its simplicity, and it took them 125 years

of growth, was used.

to prove it.

The proof of concept was announced in

1976 by Appel and Haken who based the theorem on the

2. The four colour theorem

structure of an unavoidable set of 1,936 reducible congurations (as it turned out later, ultimately there were

The four colour theorem reads as follows: regions on
every planar map can be coloured in only four colours in
such a manner that each two adjacent regions have dierent colours [23]. Adjacent regions mean regions which
border each other along a line, not in a particular point
or even in a nite number of points. In addition, a region
means a cohesive area consisting of a single area because
otherwise it would be easy to name an example of a veregion map, where each region would border the other
four regions. In other words, the four colour theorem is
about normal maps that meet two requirements: they do
not border more than three regions in one point and no
region fully encircles any other region.
Every non-normal map can be paired with a normal
map that requires at least the same number of colours.
Thus, since the four colour theorem is valid for normal
maps, it is valid for all maps. Every normal planar map
complies with the following equation:

excluded since normal maps do not have enclaves or is-

pn

The proof was achieved with

In subsequent years, that proof

was improved several times, but the need to use a computer was not eliminated [59]. This means that verication of the proof requires quite a dierent understanding
than the one applied earlier in mathematics.

This un-

derstanding cannot be veried by the human mind.

It

sparked a discussion about the nature of a mathematical proof [10]. Certain philosophical repercussions of the
four colour theorem were also debated by indicating that
it is not an a priori truth, which would be required in traditional mathematics, but an a posteriori truth [11, 12].
Perhaps a traditional proof of the four colour theorem
exists and will be discovered in the future.

3. Wikinomics and platforms for participation
on non-standard business models established in the digi-

−3p9 − · · · − (N − 6) pN = 12,
(1)
where pn is the number of regions on the map which
have exactly n neighbours, and N is the largest number of neighbours of any region; n = 0 and n = 1 are

way, every

computer calculations.

Wikinomics is a new school of economics that focuses

4p2 + 3p3 + 2p4 + p5 − p7 − 2p8

lands. Therefore, the equation has to begin with

1,482 congurations) [4].

p2 .

This

is either positive or equals zero and it is

tal economy era [13]. One of these models are platforms
for participation which involve products and technical
infrastructure shared with peer communities to let them
use such products and infrastructure to dene new values and trigger innovative undertakings.

Platforms for

participation are based on all of the four Wikinomics
principles: openness, peering, sharing and acting globally.

Such a business model allows companies to act

n < 6. This means that at least one nump3 , p4 , or p5 has to be positive as the sum

on a wider stage  when compared to the traditional

on the left side of Eq. (1) should be positive to equalise a

own economic activities or improve existing solutions.

positive number on the right side. One of the regions has

This results in an increase in the productive capacity of

to have two, three, four, or ve neighbours. There does

companies without additional xed costs to be incurred

not exist a normal planar map where each region has six

by them.

or more neighbours.

warehousing, purchasing, and distributing goods could

positive only if
ber out of

p2 ,

model  where many various partners can operate their

A website with an e-commerce system for
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be an example of a platform for participation.

They

are very frequently used to establish on-the-y partnerships with software developers who add new value to
what has already been achieved.

Companies sharing

erage quality, high quality, and very high quality.

The

study was carried out twice  in 2009 and 2012.
Table I characterises four clusters representing the
Wikinomics categories of quality of the websites of the

their software services and databases via the applica-

municipal administrative authorities.

tion programming interface (API) contribute to gener-

percentage absorption of the website functionality cri-

ating uid webs of business partnerships, dubbed devel-

teria in individual years and clusters. The results shown

oper ecosystems.

Establishment of open platforms for

in Table I are presented spatially, as two maps of the

participation increases the speed, coverage and chances

Warmian-Masurian voivodship, in which each municipal-

of an innovation's success.

ity is given a colour corresponding to the category of the

One of the most essential types of platforms for participation are web service mashups.

quality of its website in a given year.

They are web-

5. Specication of the frame
of reference in the study

sites that combine various ready-to-go services or applications made available via other websites, thus resulting in a new facility of higher quality and functionality.

In other words, it is about remixing data and

software into recombinant creations.

This phenomenon

is increasingly popular since more and more companies
are sharing their APIs.
Platforms for participation can focus on various products or services, virtually anything that runs software,
and that makes them useful in the public sector, especially in public administration.

Presently, websites of

the administrative authorities of municipalities are far
behind platforms for commerce.

This means that the

largest sources of public information are, in fact, not
used, though they could be the basis for many new public
services. Therefore, society exploits the most important
factors of regional economic growth to a rather limited
extent.

There is an urgent need to develop platforms

for participation in public administration so that citizens and companies communicate freely with their government and the rest of the networked world. Mashups in
public administration are an opportunity to extract new
value from public information and to use it in business
better. A good example of this is the integration of public information bulletins with other non-proprietary data
sources.

Websites of public administration authorities

may be platforms for grassroots action and may include
platforms for public disclosure and platforms for neighbourhood knowledge.

It also features

The four colour theorem is  despite appearances  of
little signicance for map makers and cartographers [3].
In fact, science lacks protable applications of the theorem, i.e.

applications solving an important scientic

problem. To date, there have been only a few attempts
to apply the four colour theorem to various elds of science and all of them were rather unsuccessful [1520].
This paper seeks to demonstrate that this theorem is of
great importance not only in the identication of economic growth poles, but also in regional growth measurement.
The four colour theorem was used to establish a reference frame for the study. To this end, a map of municipalities of the Warmian-Masurian voivodship was coloured
in four colours, as per the theorem. The map is presented
in Fig. 1.

It allowed a corresponding dual graph to be

created. The capital cities or towns of all the municipalities were marked on the map and then the capital cities
or towns of neighbouring municipalities were linked with
each other by roads crossing their borders. The result is
a dual graph of the original map and it is also presented
in Fig. 1.

Here, the capital cities or towns of the mu-

nicipalities are the vertices of the graph and the roads
are its edges. The dual graph was drawn in such a way
that all edges are straight line sections. The edges of the
graph divide the plane into faces. The capital cities or
towns of the municipalities, i.e. the vertices, correspond

4. Assessment
of the functionality of the websites
of the municipal administrative authorities

on the original map to the faces of the dual graph. After
eliminating instances of full encirclement of one municipality by another, the map of the voivodship is a normal
map.

This means that exactly three edges converge at

each vertex of the dual graph, hence all the faces have
An assessment of the functionality of the websites of

to be triangles. Such a dual graph is called a triangula-

municipal administrative authorities was carried out in

tion. A number of edges converging at a given vertex is

accordance with sixteen criteria represented by symbols

called the degree of the vertex and is equal on the origi-

from A01 to A16 [14]. The binary method was applied

nal map to the number of neighbours of the municipality

which entails giving a website a point if a given crite-

represented by that vertex.

rion is met or a zero when it is not met. Subsequently,

According to the terms and denitions used in dual

Thus, the functionality index

graphs, a conguration is part of a triangulation consist-

of a website was a number from a closed interval [0,16].

ing of a set of vertices and edges that connect them. The

points were summed up.
Using the

k -means

method, the websites were divided

contour of a graph is a nite path consisting of vertices

This led to natural separa-

and edges which begins and ends in the same vertex,

tion of four subsets reecting four Wikinomics resource

which does not cross itself and which divides the graph

categories of the websites in question:

into two parts: internal and external. An external con-

into homogeneous subsets.

low-quality, av-
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tour is called the boundary ring of the dual congura-

the dual conguration, i.e. with an external contour con-

tion. On the original map of the voivodship in question

sisting of thirty-nine vertices and thirty-nine edges. The

(Fig. 1), there are thirty-nine external municipalities en-

dual conguration shown in Fig. 1 is dubbed a thirty-

circling their centre. The municipality of Dubeninki was

nine-ring conguration as its ring has thirty-nine vertices.

omitted for obvious reasons.

It corresponds to a ring of thirty-nine municipalities that

After the dual graph was

created, they were replaced with the boundary ring of

encircle the original conguration.

TABLE I
Four clusters representing the Wikinomics categories of quality of the websites of the municipal administrative authorities.
Years
Clusters

2009
Low
quality

Average
quality

2012
High
quality

Very
high
quality
12  16
13.35

Low
quality

Average
quality

High
quality

Very
high
quality
14  16
14.45

points (minmax)
0
59
10  11
0
7  10
11  13
centroid
0
7.72
10.45
0
9
11.75
number
17
22
37
40
6
11
49
of municipalities
Encoded functionality criteria of the websites of the municipal administrative authorities and their absorption
vidual years and clusters (per cent)
A01
0
100
100
100
0
100
100
0
100
100
100
0
73
100
A02
A03
0
0
3
10
0
0
2
0
55
92
100
0
27
98
A04
A05
0
77
100
100
0
100
100
A06
0
32
57
98
0
55
96
A07
0
68
92
100
0
82
94
A08
0
5
38
93
0
9
24
A09
0
14
27
73
0
18
59
A10
0
14
54
95
0
100
100
A11
0
73
92
100
0
55
78
A12
0
77
97
100
0
100
100
0
73
95
100
0
100
100
A13
A14
0
86
97
100
0
100
98
A15
0
0
0
48
0
0
20
0
0
5
20
0
0
4
A16

6. Identication of economic growth poles
as a method to reduce a dual graph

50
in indi100
100
76
100
100
98
100
94
100
100
100
100
100
100
46
34

rst of them is the map of the voivodship in question
presented in Fig. 1, coloured in accordance with the four
colour theorem. The dual graph created on its basis cor-

Regional poles of economic growth should be under-

responds to an instance of an absolute lack of growth

stood as drivers which drive innovation and contribute

poles. The second of them applies when all the munic-

to the improvement of economic performance of compa-

ipalities have websites of the highest quality. In such a

nies and their surrounding industries [2122]. In terms

case, a dual graph is reduced to one vertex, which means

of Wikinomics, a growth pole is present wherever ad-

that the entire voivodship has become a large growth

vanced ICT tools are used in business. It may be a web-

pole and has a dominant position in the national econ-

site of the administrative authorities of a municipality

omy. Naturally, those two frames of reference are quite

which serves as a platform for participation and inte-

unlikely to exist in the real world. Thus, the reality must

grates the economic forces of a given municipality. Web-

be in between.

sites of very high quality have the best chance to become

the method of identication of growth poles and turn-

local growth poles. If there are municipalities in a given

pikes. It consists in reducing dual graphs corresponding

voivodship with such websites, it is very probable that

to real maps (when compared to a graph corresponding

there are growth poles. In addition, the spatial distribu-

to a master map). Such a reduction is done by combining

tion of such municipalities may indicate economic growth

municipalities into clusters that correspond to individual

in space and pinpoint obstacles.

categories of the quality of their websites.

However, they point to the nature of

Two frames of reference can be used to assess the eco-

Figure 2 shows a map of the municipalities of the

nomic growth of the region of Warmia and Masuria.The

Warmian-Masurian voivodship divided into the cate-
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gories of the quality of the websites of the municipal

in question, i.e. the dominance of historically conditioned

public administrative authorities in 2009. The details are

infrastructural growth poles in that voivodship. Historical

presented in Table I. Its comparison to the master map

conditions result from the fact that a signicant part of

(Fig. 1), where no growth poles are present, shows essen-

the Warmian-Masurian voivodship was once part of East

tial information on regional economic growth. The dual

Prussia and it was nally regained by Poland in 1945 as

graph corresponding to the map in Fig. 2 has far fewer

part of the Regained Territories.

vertices and edges than the dual graph created based on

the Kaliningrad Oblast of Russia in the north.

the master map. The graph created based on the map

took over these areas with their existing roads, railway

of 2009 shows a certain characteristic of the voivodship

tracks and inland waterways.

Currently, it borders
Poland

Fig. 1. Map of the municipalities of the Warmian-Masurian voivodship coloured in accordance with the four colour
theorem and a corresponding dual graph. It is a frame of reference without growth poles.
The municipal websites of high and very high qual-

goes through Pisz, Orzysz, Gi»ycko, and W¦gorzewo,

ity are strongly connected with transportation infrastruc-

and before 1945 it led to today's Kryªowo on the Rus-

ture erected before 1945.

sian side of the border (there is no border crossing

Western areas of the voivod-

ship include a cluster of websites of very high quality

there now).

situated along the north-south axis. In those municipal-

through Eªk, Olecko, Goªdap, and ends with the Pol-

ities, there is the Elbl¡g Canal built in the 19th cen-

ish and Russian road border crossing at GoªdapGusev.

tury.

On the map shown in Fig. 2,

Moreover, there are the docks in Elbl¡g oversee-

The second of them (Road No. 65) goes

there is also a zone

ing the trac of cargo barges on the Vistula Lagoon be-

of municipalities located in the centre of the voivod-

tween Poland and Russia, as well as the roads between

ship, along the south-west and north-east axis.

Nidzica, Olsztynek, Ostróda, Elbl¡g, and Królewiec with

tional Road No. 16 (IªawaOstródaOlsztynMr¡gowo

two road border crossings:

Na-

GronowoMamonowo and

OrzyszEªk) and a railway line (IªawaOstródaOlsztyn

GrzechotkiMamonowo II. Finally, there is the railway

CzerwonkaKorsze) go through there, ending with a rail

line between Malbork, Elbl¡g, Braniewo, Królewiec with

border crossing SkandawaZheleznodorozhny. Slightly to

the rail border crossing BraniewoMamonowo. The sec-

the left from the centre of the map, there is a barely

ond cluster of websites of the highest quality is located

visible growth line OlsztynekOlsztynDobre Miasto

to the east, also along the north-south axis, which par-

Lidzbark

tially results from geographical conditions.

tional Road No. 51 and ending with the road border

are situated there.

Two roads

The rst of them (Road No. 63)

Warmi«skiBartoszyce

crossing BezledyBagrationovsk.

connected

with

Na-
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A comparison of the dual graphs in Figs. 1 and 2
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south of the voivodship.

proves that exerting an impact by local growth poles

Figure 3 presents, as per Table I, the location of the

on the surroundings entails reducing the number of ver-

Wikinomics growth poles in 2012. The dual graph cor-

tices and edges of the graph corresponding to the ac-

responding to that map has far fewer edges than the

tual map.

Edges should be interpreted as obstacles to

dual graph of 2009, which means that new growth poles

growth occurring among neighbouring regions. The rea-

have appeared and many obstacles have been eliminated.

sons for such phenomena vary and each of them needs

The remaining obstacles are present in the north of the

to be analysed individually.

voivodship; therefore, investment activities and innova-

Figure 2 shows that the

largest numbers of obstacles are in the north and the

tion should be intensied there.

Fig. 2. Map of the municipalities of the Warmian-Masurian voivodship divided into categories of the quality of the
websites of municipal public administrative authorities in 2009 and a corresponding dual graph.
What notably contributed to such rapid development

always better to use a turnpike, even if one needs to incur

was the construction of a 2,292 km long bre-optic net-

costs at intermediate stages. Such an understanding was

work with adequate infrastructure which allowed resi-

applied to the voivodship in question since according to

dents, companies, and state authorities in that voivod-

Wikinomics ICT is currently a peak technology, thus the

ship to use broadband Internet.

lines connecting regional growth poles have to be called

This investment was

realised in 20082015 and its value amounted to PLN
327,041,042.07 (EUR 78,250,715.91) [23, 24]. This type
of economic growth can be associated with the turnpike
theory in economics [25, 26]. The idea originates from an

turnpikes.

7. Methodological implications
Identication of regional growth poles poses a great

American English word that means a highway. The prob-

challenge for authorities in every voivodship.

lem concerns setting an economy on the path of maximal

aim can be reached by various methods developed by

balanced growth, as dened by von Neumann, which cor-

economists, as comprehensively described by Girejko [1].

responds to the use of the peak technology to generate the

The methodology he presented concerns sustainable re-

highest revenues. The solution to this dilemma is similar

gional development in Belarus, therefore it may seem use-

to the choice between the use of a turnpike and a network

ful for examining the Warmian-Masurian voivodship in

of minor roads when one wants to arrive at one's destina-

view of certain similarities between those regions. How-

tion as quickly as possible. If the starting point and the

ever, the majority of the proposed methods are of the

destination are at a great distance from each other, it is

qualitative type, and they often refer to expert evalua-

This
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tions, which can make their objectivity a questionable is-

ship. Another frequently overlooked aspect includes spa-

sue. Diculties also lie in the need to determine a reliable

tial conditions for conducting business activities, result-

frame of reference to be used for evaluation of economic

ing from the geographical location. Such objects as lakes,

achievements of all communes making up a given voivod-

forests, or rivers can be both growth factors and barriers.

Fig. 3. Map of the municipalities of the Warmian-Masurian voivodship divided into the categories of the quality of
the websites of municipal public administrative authorities in 2012 and a corresponding dual graph.
The application of the four colour theorem provides

2.

The

method

based
and

ICT,

combines

which
many

is

the

and turnpikes of economic growth, since it removes the

tative and quantitative factors aecting regional de-

majority of cognitive constraints of the classical methods.

velopment in one coherent system represented by a

In comparison to the conventional approach applied so far

dual graph.

in economy, the benets of the methodology presented in

rally interpreted as regional growth barriers.

the paper are as follows:

cludes, to a certain extent, the subjectivity resulting

The four colour theorem establishes two natural

technology,

on

current

1.

peak

is

signicant progress in studies concerning regional poles

quali-

The edges of this graph can be natuThis ex-

from a qualitative expert evaluation.

frames of reference for evaluation of each empirical distri-

3. It takes into account spatial diversication of condi-

bution of poles and turnpikes of economic growth in the

tions for conducting business activity in individual com-

communes. The rst of them consists in the possibility

munes. This can be perfectly exemplied by cooperation

of referring any empirical map of the examined voivod-

of the communes situated along the Elbl¡g Canal. This

ship to the map presenting colour distributions consistent

inland water route is a course of infrastructural growth

with the four colour theorem. This permits to evaluate

poles, taking advantage of natural factors in the form of

the reduction degree for the dual graph corresponding to

a series of lakes situated in various communes. As results

the empirical map, which is tantamount to eliminating a

from Fig. 2, each of those communes have websites of the

specic number of growth barriers. Consequently, iden-

highest quality, which in the western part of the voivod-

tication of growth poles is made possible. The second

ship creates the turnpike of economic growth along the

frame of reference is formed when the dual graph of the

north-south axis.

empirical map is reduced to a single vertex and the en-

4. The methodology used in the paper is based on the

tire voivodship becomes a growth pole for the national

ow of economic information, both in individual com-

economy. The entire reality lies between those two hypo-

munes and among them, which allows us to treat the en-

thetical states.

tire voivodship as one system and to diagnose its strength
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growth of those lands by replacing hand-mills with wind-

and weaknesses.
5. The applied methodology is justied both theoret-

mills. In 1466, as a result of the Second Peace of Thorn,

ically and practically. The impact of technology on eco-

the State of the Teutonic Order was divided into Royal

nomic development has been a central issue in the theory

Prussia and Teutonic Prussia (Ducal Prussia since 1525).

of economics for long. However, in the latest years, a new

In fact, both parts of Prussia became part of Poland,

economic school emerged, known as wikonomics, which

though the latter under efdom [29].

is based on empirical patterns of economic cooperation.

riod for windmills in the region of Warmia and Masuria

The graph theory combines both issues and makes it pos-

was between the 15th century and the 18th century (and

sible to introduce synergistic reasoning to economics.

later) when those lands were ocially (or unocially)

The golden pe-

6. The method facilitates real time monitoring of the

part of the Polish economy. The location of windmills in

economic growth in individual regions. The study can be

the region from the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries is

replicated at any moment.

Poles and turnpikes of eco-

closely related to the present transportation infrastruc-

nomic growth are dynamic phenomena, as some of them

ture [30]. Windmills laid the path for the main trade and

can emerge and develop in economic spaces, while others

communication routes, which were essentially the same

can disappear. Comparison of maps in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3

routes along which the bre-optic network was recently

allows us to examine the dynamics of those changes.

constructed. It indicates that Poland substantially con-

Dynamic studies make it possible to distinguish

tributed to creating historically conditioned infrastruc-

communes being de facto growth initiators, from those

tural growth poles in the region of Warmia and Masuria.

7.

who are based only on imitation. This fact is of crucial
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